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Summary
The pelvis roll angle is an important kinematic parameter, commonly used for gait
analysis of horses. We compared pelvis roll angle during walk and trot between two
methods: inertial measurement unit (IMU) attached on (a) sacrum and (b) each tuber
coxae (TC), and validated these using motion capture. Five horses were equipped with
two systems: IMU on both TC and sacrum, reflective markers on both TC and rigid
triad of markers (RTM) on sacrum. Measurement was done at walk and trot along
straight line. Both systems were frame synchronized. Subsequently, pelvis roll angle
was calculated for each stride using (a) rotation angle (around horse’s sagittal axis) of
IMU and RTM, and (b) angle between horse’s horizontal plane and the line crosses
both TC (marker and IMU). For method validation and comparison, accuracy of pelvis
roll angle (in degree) was calculated between IMU and motion capture within methods
and between methods using each system.Root mean square error of pelvis roll angle
respectively during walk and trot within (a) were 0.33 and 0.67, within (b) were 0.28 and
0.43, between methods using IMU were 2.09 and 3.59, and between methods using motion
capture were 1.57 and 3.55. Results indicated high accuracy of IMU measuring pelvis
roll angle, while agreement between methods was low, regardless of system. Differences
between methods were related to their centers of rotation, which were (a) below and (b)
over sacrum. Although single IMU on sacrum can measure pelvis roll angle accurately,
none of the methods indicated the actual pelvis roll angle.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The pelvis roll angle is an essential kinematic parameter, commonly used for gait anal-
ysis and clinical assessment of horses [Ser+18; Gof+18; Har+19]. Few studies tried to
calculate this parameter using two inertial measurement units (IMU) or two motion cap-
ture reflective markers attached to each tuber coxae [Day+20; Har+20; GPD18; Ser+18;
Roe+09]. In contrast to the motion capture system, IMU is portable and does not re-
quire a lab environment for measurements. In addition, attaching IMU to each tuber
coxae requires more time and is not as practical as placing only one IMU on the sacrum.
Only one study attempted to calculate the pelvis roll angle using one IMU on sacrum
[Pfa+13]. However, it did not compare the IMU results with the motion capture system
output, which is the gold standard of gait analysis [Sch+20]. It inaccurately assumed
that the sacrum’s three-dimensional location is precisely between the left and right tuber
coxae [PED09]. Therefore, in this study, we calculated the pelvis roll angle during walk
and trot using one IMU on the sacrum and compared it to motion capture output and
the outcome of IMU on each tuber coxae calculation. According to the highly accurate
results of the IMU validation study [Bos+18], we hypothesized a high agreement between
IMU and motion capture.
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CHAPTER 2
Methods

Five horses were equipped with three ProMove-mini IMUs1 (tri-axial accelerometer and
tri-axial gyroscope) and five spherical reflective markers (25 mm diameter) using double-
sided adhesive tape. As presented in Figure 2.1, two IMUs were attached on tuber coxae
while the third IMU was placed firmly on a rigid plate attached to the sacrum.

Figure 2.1: Constellation of sacrum and left tuber coxae markers and IMUs.

The x-axis and z-axis of sacrum IMU were aligned horizontally (towards horse
forward-moving direction) and vertically (perpendicular on the sacrum). Then, on top of
each tuber coxae IMU, one marker was adhered. One of the objectives of this study was
to compare the outcome of pelvis angle calculation from sacrum IMU and the motion
capture system. To make this happen, at least three markers (points) were required to
translate the orientation of sacrum IMU (plane) in three-dimension [SH16]. However,

1Inertia Technology B.V., Enschede, The Netherlands
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three markers cannot be fitted on a small IMU. Even if they can be fitted, the cameras
detect the three markers as one big marker since they are fitted close together. To over-
come this issue, a rigid plate (designed according to horse anatomy - pelvis curve shape)
was attached firmly on the sacrum using adhesive tapes (Figure 2.2). This rigid plate
physically enlarged the IMU; therefore, it became possible to attach three markers on
the rigid plate instead of IMU. From now on, we refer to these markers as the rigid triad
of markers (RTM). According to the Figures 2.1 and 2.2, four markers are attached on
the rigid plate; however, the center marker (on top of the actual sacrum IMU) was not
used for this study.

Figure 2.2: Rigid triad of markers on sacrum. The center marker was not used in this
study.

Each horse was walked and trotted in-hand along a straight line. Motion capture
data were recorded using Qualisys Motion Capture software, connected to 28 cameras.
The data collection frequency of IMU and motion capture system were the same at 200
Hz. After the data collection, IMU and motion capture systems outputs were time-
synchronized. In addition, The signals derived from the IMU (x, y, and z axes of
acceleration and angular velocity) were low-pass filtered (fourth-order Butterworth filter
and 30 Hz cut-off frequency) for noise reduction [Bos+18].

Our goal was to compare the methods and measurement systems within one stride.
Therefore, all subjects’ IMU and motion capture data were split into strides using the
technique in a study [Bra+17]. Then, all the strides were time-scaled to 100 timesteps
to become comparable. Subsequently, the vertical displacement of tuber coxae IMUs
were calculated using an algorithm from a previous study [PWW05].

Finally, pelvis roll angle was calculated for each stride using two methods and two
measuring systems, which sums up to four separate calculation:
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method 1: rotation angle (Euler angle around x-axis - Raw output of Inertia Studio2)
of sacrum IMU or rotation angle of the rigid plate (around x-axis of sacrum IMU) using
RTM,

method 2: the angle between horse’s horizontal plane and the line crosses both tuber
coxae IMUs or both tuber coxae markers (Figure 2.3) [Pfa+13]: a = arcsin([ZRT C +
ZLT C ]/d).

Figure 2.3: Calculation of pelvis roll angle (a) using vertical displacement of right
and left tuber coxae (RTC and LTC) and the three dimensional distance
between tuber coxae (d).

For method validation and comparison, root mean square error
RMSE =

√∑N
n=1

(Angle from IMU in stride n−Angle from motion capture in stride n)2

Number of strides

of pelvis roll angle (in degree) was calculated between methods and measurement
systems.

2Inertia Technology B.V., Enschede, The Netherlands
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CHAPTER 3
Results

The accuracy results have been shown in Table 3.1, while the pelvis roll angle in a
stride (average of all strides of subjects) has been plotted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for
both methods and both measurement systems. During the walk, the pelvis roll angle
calculation accuracy of a single IMU on sacrum was 0.33 degrees than RTM, while
the accuracy of two IMUs on tuber coxae was 0.28 degrees compared to tuber coxae
markers. The RMSE between methods using IMU and markers were 2.09 and 1.57
degrees, respectively.

In addition, the accuracy of IMU on each method during trot was 0.67 degrees for
single IMU calculation and 0.43 degrees for double IMU calculation. Using IMU as mea-
suring systems, we achieved 3.59 degrees RMSE between methods while we calculated
3.55 degrees by using markers.

Results indicated high accuracy of IMU measuring pelvis roll angle, while the agree-
ment between methods was low, regardless of system.

Table 3.1: Accuracy and differences of methods and measurement systems outputs
using RMSE. On each row, it is indicated that the RMSE presents the
difference between the methods or measurement systems.

Gait Methods Measurement systems RMSE (degree)
Walk 1 and 2 IMU 2.09
Walk 1 and 2 Motion capture 1.57
Walk 1 IMU and Motion capture 0.33
Walk 2 IMU and Motion capture 0.28
Trot 1 and 2 IMU 3.59
Trot 1 and 2 Motion capture 3.55
Trot 1 IMU and Motion capture 0.67
Trot 2 IMU and Motion capture 0.43
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Figure 3.1: Pelvis roll angle of a stride during walk (average of all subjects). Blue:
Method 2 using motion capture. Red: Method 2 using IMU. Green:
Method 1 using IMU. Yellow: Method 1 using motion capture.

Figure 3.2: Pelvis roll angle of a stride during trot (average of all subjects). Blue:
Method 2 using motion capture. Red: Method 2 using IMU. Green:
Method 1 using IMU. Yellow: Method 1 using motion capture.



CHAPTER 4
Conclusion

The differences between methods were much higher than the differences between mea-
suring systems within methods. The reason is related to their centers of rotation, which
for single IMU method was vertically above sacrum and for double IMU method was
vertically below the sacrum. Therefore, method 1 calculates a different angle compared
to method 2. To measure the exact pelvis roll angle, the exact pelvis center of rotation
have to be found. However, this would become very difficult since this center of rotation
would not stay at the same vertical position during locomotion.

According to the results between measurement systems in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and
Table 3.1, the IMU can measure the pelvis roll accurately independent of the method.
This outcome validates the usage of IMU for measuring pelvis-related angles. However,
these angles do not replicate the actual pelvis roll angle as mentioned above. Instead of
an attempt to measure the actual pelvis roll angle, we recommend measuring hip hike,
which also has been used for clinical, especially lameness assessments [GPD18; Day+20].
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